Thursday October 9, 2014
In attendance: Tia, Brynn, Connie, Emily, Michelle, Meghan
As well as Peter
1.
Cash Box
Met with David, suggested that we organize a general meeting
Need to get the community involved for new ideas and suggestions as soon as possible
Monday 20th 3:00?
Brynn will email David
For now, we will bag money at the end of the day and only keep the donation box out (not the
cash box)
2.
Computer
Log off when you’re done because it is slow otherwise
Thinking about ordering a new computer, costs about $1000. Need to think about quickbooks
though.
3.
Garbage in the back patio
Needs to be covered
Perhaps we should pick up ashtrays for outside? (ones that looks like ashtrays)
Value Village or Honest Ed’s? Perhaps when we are also picking up cutlery/furniture
4.
Harvest Dinner  next Tuesday
Finished the menu, located on the google drive
Coordinators need to buy tickets (25 tickets bought so far)
Someone needs to buy forks (50) : Michelle
Those who are working on Tuesday: Connie, Meghan, Brynn, Michelle, Tia, and Dillon
5.
Clothing Swap  next Wednesday and Thursday
Is this a Lunik event or an LMag event?
It does take place at Lunik but it won’t require a lot of work
Tia will set up tables
People should either fold or hang their clothes, if donating to charity, they can leave their
clothes in plastic bags in the corner
6.
YGLGig Fundraiser
Offering us fair trade coffee in exchange for supporting their trip to Nicaragua
Need to learn more about their project but we are definitely interested
7.
GCSU Cafe Chantant
Need to get the alcohol license

Charge them for permit and two hours of bartending: approximately $140
We will combine it with late night Lunik
They benefit from our work, we benefit from their permit
8.

NB: option to buy tea from Dragonfly, Peter will come by with samples

